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Introdu tion

The on ept of indu tive database, proposed by
Mannila [8, 11℄, is a beautiful formalization of the
intera tive mining pro ess. In the on rete setting of asso iation rule mining [1℄, an indu tive
database provides virtual tables ontaining virtually all itemsets and rules over the data. The user
does not are how these indu tive tables are implemented; for him, mining is nothing but querying
these tables.
For example, in a market basket appli ation,
suppose we want all rules (with a ertain on den e
and support as usual) having `banana' in the head
but ` orn akes' not in the body. This would be
expressed by the following data mining query:
sele t r:head , r:body , r: on den e , r:support
from Rules r
where r:support  10 and r: on den e  65
and `banana' in (sele t itemid
from Sets
where setid = r:head )
and ` orn akes' not in (sele t itemid
from Sets
where setid = r:body )

Note that su h queries might even ombine the
Sets and Rules tables with the given data tables,
and that mining is an essentially intera tive proess, where a user repeatedly poses new queries
based on what he found in the answers of his previous queries.
In our opinion, the idea of indu tive database
indi ates the ultimate goal of how a transparent
\data mining query language" [5, 4, 6, 7, 12℄ should
look like. The transparen y lies in that the user
never issues expli it mining ommands himself; the

system mines whatever and whenever ne essary.
Clearly the implementation of this vision presents
a great hallenge. In this paper, we investigate
and ompare two rather extreme approa hes, the
a priori approa h and the a posteriori approa h,
towards the above hallenge.
The a priori approa h onsists of answering
every individual data mining query by running an
adaptation of the mining algorithm in whi h the
onditions on the rules to be generated (as spe i ed
in the query) are dire tly in orporated. For
example, to answer the above example query, one
would try to generate only the rules with `banana'
in the head and ` orn akes' not in the body,
without generating irrelevant rules or itemsets.
Su h adaptations of the Apriori algorithm have
already been onsidered in the literature, but the
problem of how to do this for a wide variety of
onditions is de nitely not yet ompletely solved.
In this paper we will o er a further ontribution in
this dire tion.
The a posteriori approa h begins by lling up
the Sets and Rules tables as densely as possible,
by performing one major, global mining operation
where the minimal support and on den e parameters are set as low as one would possibly need.
After this relatively expensive operation, the a tual data mining queries issued by the user then
amount to standard, basi queries on the materialized tables.
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Filtered mining of asso iation rules

In this se tion, we introdu e a lass of lters, i.e.,
onditions on rules, and show a way to integrate
these lters tightly in the mining algorithm.
The lters we will onsider in this paper are a
spe ial ase of the rule templates introdu ed by

Klemettinen et al. [9℄. Con retely, we de ne a
lter as a onjun tion of basi onditions , where
a basi ondition spe i es that some spe ial item
must or must not o ur in the body, the head, or
anywhere in the rule. An example of a lter is: `a
in body and b in head and not in rule'.
The question of how su h lters (and other kinds
of onditions on rules) an be exploited in the
mining algorithm has already been onsidered by
Srikant, Vu, and Agrawal [16℄ and Lakshmanan,
Ng, et al. [10, 13℄. The latter work uses the
on ept of \member generating fun tion" as an
aid to restri t the generation of itemsets to only
those satisfying the lter. The former work
is approximate, but an deal with disjun tions
as well. If a lter exists of only one disjun t
however, a lot of problems mentioned in their work
disappear, whi h makes it possible to simplify and
optimize the algorithms.
We will present a ltered mining algorithm that
(on onjun tions) is on eptually learer and also
more eÆ ient than earlier algorithms by adapting a
ombination of the Reorder and Dire t algorithms
of Srikant et al. The ltering a hieved is nonredundant, in the sense that it never generates an
itemset that ould give rise to a rule that does
not satisfy the lter, and it avoids the detour via
member generating fun tions. A spe i feature of
our algorithm is that we do not index the generated
itemsets by hashing, but by a trie, the standard
data stru ture for indexing olle tions of strings
(and hen e also ordered sets). The use of a trie
allows a very dire t and natural in orporation of
lters, and also o ers various other advantages
[2, 3℄.
Let b1 , . . . , b` be the items that must be in the
body by the lter; b1 , . . . , b` those that must not;
h1 , . . . , hm those that must be in the head; h1 ,
. . . , hm those that must not; r1 , . . . , rn those that
must be anywhere in the rule; and r1 , . . . , rn those
that must not.
Re all that an asso iation rule X ) Y is only
generated if X [ Y is a frequent set. Hen e, we only
have to generate those frequent sets that ontain
every bi , hi and ri , plus some of the subsets of these
frequent sets. This an be done as follows:
0
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0
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0

0

0

1. Start an initial trie with the linear hain b1 , . . . ,
b` , h1 , . . . , hm , . . . , r1 , . . . , rn , adding at the

bottom level all other items as leafs, ex ept that
we ignore the \negative" items ri . The leafs
represent all andidate itemsets of size k + 1,
where k = ` + m + n. We thus start with a lead
of k in omparison with standard, non- ltered
mining. From here on, we perform the standard
iteration: ount frequen ies; delete infrequent
itemsets; generate andidate sets of size k + 2;
prune; and repeat. Note that a slight downside
of ltered mining is that, while in non- ltered
mining we an prune by testing if all subsets
of a andidate set are frequent, here we an
only test all subsets ontaining every bi , hi and
ri , simply be ause the other subsets have not
been generated and hen e their frequen ies are
unknown.
0

2. We now have all frequent sets ontaining every
bi , hi and ri .
In order to generate rules, we
also need those subsets of these sets that an
serve as bodies. These subsets must ontain
every bi , and none of the bi or hi (the latter
be ause bodies and heads of rules are disjoint).
Furthermore, we need those subsets that an
serve as heads; these must ontain every hi ,
and none of the hi or bi . It is very easy to add
all the needed subsets to the trie and determine
their frequen ies in one additional pass.
0

0

3. We nally generate the desired asso iation rules
from the appropriate sets generated in steps 1
and 2, in a ordan e with the lter onditions.
The prunings that an be performed in this
step [15℄ an again be very easily implemented
through the built-up trie.
We performed some modest experiments whi h
learly on rm the speedups a hieved by ltered
mining, as expe ted theoreti ally due to the nonredundan y of our algorithm. Note that a lter
onsisting of a single ondition only has the least
e e t; hen e, the speedups a hieved for su h lters
serve as a lower bound. We have run the six
possibilities for a one- ondition lter three times:
on e for an item with high frequen y, on e for
an item with average frequen y, and on e for an
item with low frequen y. Our results, depi ted in
Figure 1, show that ltering has more e e t on lowfrequen y items (whi h is quite intuitive). Noti e
that the speedup gained with purely negative

if the lter onditions an be e e tively exploited to redu e the number of itemsets and
rules from the outset.
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Figure 1: Speedups (in per entages) gained by
ltered mining, for one- ondition lters of the six
forms 1: `i in head'; 2: `i in body'; 3: `i in rule'; 4: `i
not in head'; 5: `i not in body'; and 6: `i not in rule'.
Numbers 1{6 are for an i with high frequen y,
numbers 7{12 for average frequen y, and numbers
13{18 for low frequen y.
onditions (su h as `187 not in body') is smaller,
be ause su h a ondition an only be exploited in
steps 2 and 3 above, not in the most ostly step 1.
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A priori versus a posteriori

In the previous se tion, we have seen a way to
integrate lter onditions tightly into the mining of
asso iation rules. We all this a priori ltering. At
the other end of the spe trum we have a posteriori
ltering, where we perform standard, non- ltered
mining, only after the ompletion of whi h we lter
the result using a standard query.
A priori ltering has the following two obvious
advantages over a posteriori ltering:
1. Answering one single data mining query using
a priori ltering is mu h more eÆ ient than
answering it using a posteriori ltering.
2. It is well known that, by setting parameters
su h as minimal support too low, or by the nature of the data, asso iation rule mining an
be infeasible simply be ause of a ombinatorial
explosion involved in the generation of rules or
frequent itemsets. Under su h ir umstan es,
of ourse, a posteriori ltering is infeasible as
well; yet, a priori ltering an still be exe uted,

However, this is ertainly not all that an be
said. As already mentioned in the Introdu tion,
data mining query language environments must
support an intera tive, iterative mining pro ess,
where a user repeatedly issues new queries based
on what he found in the answers of his previous
queries. Now onsider a situation where the se ond
advantage above does not apply, i.e., minimal
support requirements and data set parti ulars are
favorable enough so that a posteriori ltering is
not infeasible to begin with. Then the global, nonltered mining operation, on the result of whi h the
ltering will be performed by a posteriori ltering,
an be exe uted on e and its result materialized for
the remainder of the data mining session (or part
of it).
In this ase, if the session onsists of, say,
20 data mining queries, these 20 queries amount
to standard retrieval queries on the materialized
mining results. In ontrast, answering every single
of the 20 queries by an a priori lter will involve
at least 20, and often many more, passes over the
data, as ea h of these a priori lters involves a
separate mining operation. The naively on eived
obvious advantages of a priori ltering over a
posteriori ltering have suddenly be ome mu h less
lear now.
We an analyze the situation easily as follows.
Consider a session in whi h the user issues a total
of m data mining queries over a database of size
n. Suppose that the total number of asso iation
rules (given a minimal support requirement) over
these data equals r. Let t be the time required
to generate all these rules. Moreover, it is
not unreasonable to estimate that in a posteriori
ltering, ea h lter exe utes in time proportional
to r, and that in a priori ltering, ea h a priori
lter exe utes in time proportional to n. Then the
total time spent by the a posteriori approa h is
t + m  r , while in the a priori approa h this is
m  n. Hen e, if n > r , then the a priori total time
is guaranteed to grow beyond the a posteriori total
time; indeed, this happens exa tly at the ut-o
point of m = dt=(n r)e queries.
We have modestly experimented with a realisti
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Figure 2: On the x-axis, the number of queries. On
the y-axis, the total time in millise onds elapsed
during pro essing of the last x queries.
session of 20 data mining queries over real market
basket data (from a Belgian hain of automated
24-hour shops) ontaining 300 000 transa tions on
300 items. The ut-o point where the a priori
approa h loses against the a posteriori approa h
is rea hed after 9 queries. The evolution of
the session in time, using a priori, and using a
posteriori, is shown in Figure 2.
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Challenges towards an
implementation of indu tive
databases

One striking feature of the results of Figure 2 is
how slowly the a posteriori urve grows. This
means that, on e the global mining operation has
been performed (whi h took 100 se onds in our
ase, hen e the urve starts at y = 100 000), the
times needed to answer the individual queries on
the materialized tables is extremely small. We
expressed these queries in SQL in the obvious way
(as the example from the Introdu tion) and used
SQL Server to answer them.
If the ne essary indi es are present on the
Sets and Rules tables, queries of this style are
indeed very qui kly answerable by relational query
pro essors. With queries that go beyond the simple
template lters onsidered in this paper, su h as
queries that ompare rules with ea h other, or
queries that relate rules ba k to the data, the
situation may of ourse be di erent. Mu h further

work is needed in this dire tion.
More generally, a priori and a posteriori ltering
are only two extremes in possible ways to implement an intera tive data mining query language
environment. The perfe t way lies somewhere in
the middle; we envisage it to work along the following lines.
Initially, when the user issues his rst query,
nothing has been mined yet (the Sets and Rules
tables are empty), and thus the most eÆ ient way
to answer this parti ular rst query is to use a
priori ltering. The results of the mining involved
in this rst step are saved in the Sets and Rules
tables.
Now to answer further queries, the system
should be able to de ide to what extent the rules
needed to answer a query are already present,
and to what extent new rules must be mined for.
The lter ondition must a ordingly be fa torized
into one part that an simply be performed by
querying the already materialized sets and rules,
and another part that will be integrated into the
mining operation using a priori mining. Again,
many great hallenges for further resear h in this
dire tion remain.
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